ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Most of recent applications and protocols are developed base on client-server architecture, due to its simplicity. Computational task in the client-server architecture is concentrated on the server, so the server will quickly become bottleneck in term of processing power and communication bandwidth. Extended client-server models are proposed to improve the performance. Load balancing and replication techniques allow distributing load on number of servers [1, 2] . Caching is a kind of asymmetric replication of the server's data on client side. Caching is used exclusively in the proxy model, where the proxy is delegated from many clients to access server's data, and can provide information from proxy cache when possible. The proxy can be used in reversed direction, i.e. delegated from the server part. These approaches still remain in the client server model, so they cannot resolve the server's bottleneck problem [1, 2] .
When design application with client-server architecture, the designer has to consider interaction between multiple clients and a server. So in fact, the only kind of interaction between a client and a server need to be considered, taking account of the fact that multiple clients can interact with the server at the same time. The fact that data is concentrated on the server makes many problems of distributed system trivial: synchronization, replication, security, access control and so on. P2P model resolves these disadvantages by distributing the computational workload on peers (i.e. the host -members of the system). Using this model, the interaction of the system's component is changed conceptually, so the protocols and applications design is complicated. Instead of designing a protocol between client and server, now a complicated interaction between peers must be considered.
In fact, P2P architecture resolves the problem of communication and processing performance of the hosts, but it doesn't concern the interaction between peers. That explains that it is possible to mix P2P model and client server model so that the client server model is used for interaction between user agents, while the P2P model is used for communication between hosts. The system then consists of the client-server component and the P2P subsystem. The problems remained to be resolved are: (i) interaction between the client-server and P2P subsystem; (ii) adapting the system with data and application specific requirement.
In this article, a solution using local proxy agent is presented. The solutions are implemented, experimented and adapted with text data and application: the messaging application.
The article is organized as the following: section 2 introduces some related works. Section 3 introduces the Client-Server based design for P2P Application using Local Proxy. Section 4 presents the implementation experiments of the messaging application using the local proxy model. Section 5 concludes and presents some future works.
RELATED WORKS
Client server is most used architecture in distributed application. In [1] a review of client-server is presented. Several solutions for performance, scalability and fail tolerance are discussed: application layering; multi-tiered architecture. Other methods such as application gateway and replication are found in [2] . These methods cannot resolve the problem of scalability. P2P architecture has better performance in large scale, but it is far difficult to design a P2P protocol than a Client-server protocol with the same functionality. In [3] the P2P architecture and several P2P protocol and system are discussed and compared.
For applying P2P in client-server application, in [4] a software system allowing using P2P file subsystem for distribution of software sources. In this solution, client remains the same, but a local agent that can share software sources with similar agents on other hosts replaces the server. The problem of apt-p2p is that the client cannot function in offline mode, event if there are multiple apt-p2p agents in the same LAN.
In [5] P2P Skype is presented and analyzed in details. P2P subsystem with super peers is used to transfer multimedia data between hosts in an efficient way.
Some common characteristics of reviewed works can be summarized here:
-Proposed architectures are suitable for different types of information -Application protocol design depends is P2P based design.
-No common way for design P2P application and protocol.
The summary shows that we need a solution, an approach to design application with client server architecture, but then implement them with P2P architecture.
CLIENT SERVER BASED DESIGN FOR P2P APPLICATION USING LOCAL PROXY
Consider the design of a distributed application. User needs to communicate each other by some protocol, regardless the fact that the system is P2P or Client-Server. In Client-Server architecture, this protocol defines interaction between each client and the server. Client to client interaction is realized based on client-server communication. In P2P application, host-to-host communication is point to point, no need of a central intermediate host (server).
To profit the advantages of both client server and P2P architecture, our goal is to:
• Design the protocol using the client server architecture for simplicity, • Implement the protocol using P2P communication for better performance.
Our approach is to keep the protocol design by client-server architecture unchanged, while the implementation will adapt with P2P communication system. So the client remains unchanged. The server will accept request from client and transfers it to P2P system; it acts as a proxy. The location of the server must be the same as the client; it will be a local server. This is the reason why the server is called local proxy and the model is called the local proxy model. The model is described in Figure 1 : Local Proxy Model. The system consists of following components:
• The client modules: the same as the client modules in classical client-server architecture.
• The local proxy module: each client host has an install of this local proxy module. The module interacts with client module and updates local data.
• The P2P subsystem agent: accept request for sharing and updating data, propagandas it on the P2P network. The local proxy model gives the opportunity to develop a P2P application using client-server design. Of course, the protocol and application logic, in point view of host-to-host communication is realized by communication between P2P Agent and P2P subsystem. This interaction can be trivial as a simple data sharing mechanism, but to have a good efficiency, the data structure has to be well designed following the logic of the application and the P2P protocol. In next section, via the case study of messenger application, this point will be discussed in details
THE MESSENGER APPLICATION
The client server messenger protocol and application
The comparison of messenger protocol can be found in [6] and in [7] . Of course, what we are interested in is how to design the application with P2P communication, so we'll chose minimal functionality of the protocol.
The main functions of the messenger application and the information exchanges between client and server are described in Table 1 : Messenger Protocol Functional description. Get messages from inbox Get all the message from inbox 4
Read a messages Get a specific message from inbox and visualize it for user. 5
Send messages to user Send a message to specific users 7
Delete messages Delete specified messages 8
Logout, Unregistered Logout and remove users from the whole system From this description a client and a server are built following the classic client-server model. This application is for testing only, so we use a very simple, command line interface.
The local proxy P2P messenger application design
Our goal is to build a P2P messenger application, but the interaction between client and server remains the same so that we can profit the description in Table 1 A local proxy module will be implemented, accept all requests from client module as a server, but share it via P2P with local proxy on other hosts. For simplicity, our technical choices are:
-Information exchanges are organized in files and folders.
-Files and folders are synchronized between local proxies using P2P file sharing system as a communication base.
With these assumptions, each client has a shared folder: inbox and outbox. In the folder, messages are stored as a file. When user logged in for the firs time, o token file with the name <logged><user-id> is created and stored in the shared folder. Getting list of users is done via P2P-search function for the filename <logged>. When the user logs out, the local proxy will delete the corresponding file.
The same mechanism is used for sending and receiving messages. When the user send a message, the content of the message is stored in a file with the form of the name: <message><sender><receiver><subject><controlling information>. Each time user read a message; the local proxy will send a query <message><sender> to the P2P system for downloading from other hosts' local proxies.
The functions in the Table 1 will be implemented by creating and modifying files as in Table 2 :
Local Proxy Data. Delete messages Delete specified file from P2P system 8 Logout, Unregistered Remove the user token from the shared folder.
The local proxy P2P messenger application implementation and experimentation
The application is built using JXTA library. For P2P subsystem we use Chord protocols, but for the ease of integration of local proxy, we re-code the chord file-sharing agent by our-self. This helps us to experiment the system without interference of peer not participating in our system. For experimentation and evaluation, we face a problem of lacking a large-scale test environment. This is the reason why our experimental result is only qualitative. It proves only that the P2P messenger application has the same functionality of the client-server one. From analytic point of view, when the system become large, the P2P application should have better performance that the client server application.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have presented an approach to implement P2P application with client-server design. The main idea of the approach is to use a local proxy in each host-participant in P2P application, keeping client unchanged. This local proxy will accept request from client, modified local data and shared it with other hosts' local proxies. This approach has several advantages for development of P2P application:
-It makes the protocol design unchanged (same as the client-server protocol design).
-It provides the performance and scalability of P2P application.
-The local proxy model can be extended to LAN proxy model, in which local proxy will serve not only for local client, but any client in the LAN section.
Based on this approach, from the client-server design of messenger application, a P2P messenger application is developed and implemented. The applications are tested and the results show that the functionality of both applications is the same as the design. No quantitative and performance evaluation is executed.
In the future, the following works should be completed:
-Joining the test-bed community such as Planet-Lab, G-Lab to have the possibility to evaluate the P2P and Client-Server application in large-scale system. -Applying the method for other application with different kind of information exchanged:
audio, video, raw and so on.
